Size-dependent knockdown potential of siRNA-loaded cationic nanohydrogel particles.
To overcome the poor pharmacokinetic conditions of short double-stranded RNA molecules in RNA interference therapies, cationic nanohydrogel particles can be considered as alternative safe and stable carriers for oligonucleotide delivery. For understanding key parameters during this process, two different types of well-defined cationic nanohydrogel particles were synthesized, which provided nearly identical physicochemical properties with regards to their material composition and resulting siRNA loading characteristics. Yet, according to the manufacturing process using amphiphilic reactive ester block copolymers of pentafluorophenyl methacrylate (PFPMA) and tri(ethylene glycol)methyl ether methacrylate (MEO3MA) with similar compositions but different molecular weights, the resulting nanohydrogel particles differed in size after cross-linking with spermine (average diameter 40 vs 100 nm). This affected their knockdown potential significantly. Only the 40 nm sized cationic nanogel particles were able to generate moderate gene knockdown levels, which lasted, however, up to 3 days. Interestingly, primary cell uptake and colocalization studies with lysosomal compartments revealed that only these small sized nanogels were able to avoid acidic compartments of endolysosomal uptake pathways, which may contribute to their knockdown ability exclusively. To that respect, this size-dependent intracellular distribution behavior may be considered as an essential key parameter for tuning the knockdown potential of siRNA nanohydrogel particles, which may further contribute to the development of advanced siRNA carrier systems with improved knockdown potential.